CS61C MT2 Review
Derek & Jeff

Quick Disclaimer
● Not intended to replace your studying
● Summary of some of the “most important”
concepts we want you to understand/know
● Don’t assume scope of MT is limited to these
slides
● Didn’t want to exhaust all great midterm
questions as practice

Logic

Combinational Logic
● Switches and transistors
●

NOT

AND

OR

NAND

NOR

XOR

XNOR

Boolean Logic
●
●
●
●

Logical Sum: A “+” for OR
Logical Product A: “ ” for AND
Logical Not: A “~” or “Hat” for NOT
Boolean Logic Algebra Laws

Boolean Algebra Laws

Basic Logic Practice
Rewrite the
following circuit using the minimum
number of AND, OR, and NOT gates:

Basic Logic Practice
Rewrite the
following circuit using the minimum
number of AND, OR, and NOT gates:

It’s a NAND gate!

Basic Logic Practice
Rewrite the
following circuit using the minimum
number of AND, OR, and NOT gates:
It’s a NAND gate!
Out = !AB + !A!B + !B
Out = !A(B + !B) + !B
Out = !A + !B = ~(AB)
= A NAND B
What about other ways?

Basic Logic Practice
Rewrite the
following circuit using the minimum
number of AND, OR, and NOT gates:
It’s a NAND gate!
Out = !AB + !A!B + !B
Out = !A(B + !B) + !B
Out = !A + !B = ~(AB)
= A NAND B
What about other ways?
Out = !AB + !A!B + !B
Out = !AB + !B(!A + 1)
Out = !AB + !B
Out = !A + !B = ~(AB)

Basic Logic Practice
Rewrite the
following circuit using the minimum
number of AND, OR, and NOT gates:

Basic Logic Practice
Rewrite the
following circuit using the minimum
number of AND, OR, and NOT gates:
C = A + ~(A + B) + ~[(A + B) * ~A]
C = A + !A!B + !A!B + A
C = A + !A!B
C = A + !B
We know that if A is 0, C = !B.
We know that if A is 1, C = A

Harder Logic Practice
Rewrite the
following circuit using the minimum
number of AND, OR, and NOT gates:

What is XOR?

Harder Logic Practice
Rewrite the
following circuit using the minimum
number of AND, OR, and NOT gates:

What is XOR?
A and B are different values

(A * !B) + (!A * B)

Harder Logic Practice
A ^ B = (A * !B) + (!A * B)

~([B * ~(A + B)] + [C + (A ^ B)]) = ~([B * (!A!B)] + [C+(A!B + !AB)])
= ~(0 + C +A!B + !AB)
= !C * (!A + B) * (A + !B)
= !C(!A!B + AB)
= !A!B!C + AB!C

Harder Logic Practice
A ^ B = (A * !B) + (!A * B)

!A!B!C + AB!C

A

B

C

Out

0
0
0
0
1
1
1
1

0
0
1
1
0
0
1
1

0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

1
0
0
0
0
0
1
0

Sequential Logic

Sequential Logic
“On the rising edge of the clock, the input d is sampled and transferred to the output. At all other
times, the input d is ignored.”

Sequential Logic
Stable Data keeping setup and hold time in mind

Terminology
Clock (CLK) - steady square wave that synchronizes system
Setup Time - when the input must be stable before the rising edge of
the CLK
Hold Time - when the input must be stable after the rising edge of the
CLK
CLK-to-Q Delay - how long it takes the output to change measured
from the CLK’s rising edge
Flip-flop - one bit of state that samples every rising edge of the CLK
Register - n bit register is just n flip-flops
Critical Path - longest delay between state elements (longest path from
“input” to “output” of the overall circuit

Sequential Logic Practice

The following circuit outputs a new pseudo random number every cycle. You are responsible for
selecting the cheapest (longest clock-to-q) register that will result in correct behavior when the circuit
is clocked at 10 MHz. 33 ns Assume that clock-to-q > hold time
• All available registers have a setup time of 2 ns
• Adders and multipliers have propagation delays of 30 ns
• Muxes have a propagation delay of 5 ns
• The signals seed and reseed are generated 4 ns after the rising edge of the clock

Sequential Logic Practice

The following circuit outputs a new pseudo random number every cycle. You are responsible for
selecting the cheapest (longest clock-to-q) register that will result in correct behavior when the circuit
is clocked at 10 MHz. Assume that clock-to-q > hold time
• All available registers have a setup time of 2 ns
• Adders and multipliers have propagation delays of 30 ns
• Muxes have a propagation delay of 5 ns
• The signals seed and reseed are generated 4 ns after the rising edge of the clock
10 MHZ = 100ns
Setup Time + CL Delay + Clk-To-Q delay <= cycle
2 + 30 + 30 + 5 + Clk-To-Q <= 100
Clk-To-Q <= 100 - 2 - 30 - 30 - 5
Clk-To-Q <= 33 ns

Sequential Logic Practice
Your boss wants you to choose an XOR gate for the following circuit. The clock speed is 2Ghz, the
-12
setup, hold, and the clock-to-q times of the register are 40, 70, and 60 picoseconds (10
s)
respectively. What range of XOR gate delays is acceptable? E.g. “at least W ps”, “at most X ps”, or “Y
to Z ps.”

Sequential Logic Practice
Your boss wants you to choose an XOR gate for the following circuit. The clock speed is 2Ghz, the
-12
setup, hold, and the clock-to-q times of the register are 40, 70, and 60 picoseconds (10
s)
respectively. What range of XOR gate delays is acceptable? E.g. “at least W ps”, “at most X ps”, or “Y
to Z ps.”
1 GHz = 1 / 1 ns ⇒ 2 GHz = 1 / 0.5 ns
Hold Time: when the input must be stable after the
edge of the CLK

1 ns = 1000 ps ⇒ Clock cycle is 500ps

Sequential Logic Practice
Your boss wants you to choose an XOR gate for the following circuit. The clock speed is 2Ghz, the
-12
setup, hold, and the clock-to-q times of the register are 40, 70, and 60 picoseconds (10
s)
respectively. What range of XOR gate delays is acceptable? E.g. “at least W ps”, “at most X ps”, or “Y
to Z ps.”
1 GHz = 1 / 1 ns ⇒ 2 GHz = 1 / 0.5 ns
Hold Time: when the input must be stable after the
edge of the CLK

1 ns = 1000 ps ⇒ Clock cycle is 500ps
Hold Time > Clk-to-q. What?! Is this okay? Depends.
Just means that we can’t have our value d change until
the end of hold time
Thus, we need to wait at least 70ps - 60ps = 10ps until
we’re allowed to alter the value.

Sequential Logic Practice
Your boss wants you to choose an XOR gate for the following circuit. The clock speed is 2Ghz, the
-12
setup, hold, and the clock-to-q times of the register are 40, 70, and 60 picoseconds (10
s)
respectively. What range of XOR gate delays is acceptable? E.g. “at least W ps”, “at most X ps”, or “Y
to Z ps.”
1 GHz = 1 / 1 ns ⇒ 2 GHz = 1 / 0.5 ns
Hold Time: when the input must be stable after the
edge of the CLK

1 ns = 1000 ps ⇒ Clock cycle is 500ps
Hold Time > Clk-to-q. What?! Is this okay? Depends.
Just means that we can’t have our value d change until
the end of hold time
Thus, we need to wait at least 70ps - 60ps >= 10ps until
we’re allowed to alter the value.

10ps to 400ps

What about the max?
setup + CL + clk-to-q <= 500ps ⇒ CL < 500ps - 40ps 60ps

Finite State Machines
●
●
●
●
●

Convenient way to conceptualize computation over time (“shorthand” for all the
combinational logic and registers that implement an FSM in hardware)
Start at a state. Given some input determine next state and output.
Use “state transition diagram”
Assume state transitions controlled by the clock (the machine checks the inputs,changes
states, outputs the right value with each clock cycle)
Need:
○ Register for state
○ Input
○ Output

Basic FSM Practice
Using as few states as possible, complete the following finite state machine that take a ternary
(base-3) digit as input (0, 1, or 2). This machine should output a 1 if the sequence of ternary
digits forms an odd number otherwise it should output a 0.

1/1
s0

s1

start

s2

Basic FSM Practice
Using as few states as possible, complete the following finite state machine that take a ternary
(base-3) digit as input (0, 1, or 2). This machine should output a 1 if the sequence of ternary
digits forms an odd number otherwise it should output a 0.

1/1
s0

s1

start

s2

What to keep in mind:
● We want to output 1 iff the
sequence is odd
● xxxxxx...x3 = x * 3n-1 + x * 3n-2 +
… +x * 31 + x * 30
● We have an odd number when?
...

Basic FSM Practice
Using as few states as possible, complete the following finite state machine that take a ternary
(base-3) digit as input (0, 1, or 2). This machine should output a 1 if the sequence of ternary
digits forms an odd number otherwise it should output a 0.

0/0

0/1

1/1
s0

start

s1
1/0

2/0

2/1
s2

Harder FSM Practice
Complete the following FSM whose input takes on values “X”, “Y”, or “Z.” The machine should
output a 1 only if it’s currently seen an odd number of Xs or an odd number of Ys. Assume you’
ve seen no Xs or Ys at the start state. Otherwise, the machine should output a 0. Add no new
states. Labeling of states is arbitrary. We’ve added the first transition arrow for you.

s0

X/1

s1

start

s2

s3

Harder FSM Practice
Complete the following FSM whose input takes on values “X”, “Y”, or “Z.” The machine should
output a 1 only if it’s currently seen an odd number of Xs or an odd number of Ys. Assume you’
ve seen no Xs or Ys at the start state. Otherwise, the machine should output a 0. Add no new
states. Labeling of states is arbitrary. We’ve added the first transition arrow for you.
Z/0

Z/1
X/1

s0

s1

X/0

start
Y/0

Y/1

Y/1

Y/1

X/1

Z/1
s2

X/1

Z/1
s3

CPU & Pipelining

Single-Cycle CPU

Accommodating the lw instruction

Single-Cycle CPU
● Components of the Processor
○

○

Control tells datapath what to be done (the brains)
■ translates from an instruction to a set of signals that directly
setup the data path to perform the correct action
■ Inputs?
● Opcode bits, funct bits, ALU inputs
■ Outputs?
● RegWr, ALUOp, MemWr, etc
Datapath (the core physical hardware of the 5 stages)
■ the physical hardware components necessary to perform any
operations required by the processor (the brawn)

Single-Cycle CPU
Getting those control values

Single Cycle CPU Practice

Consider the single cycle datapath
as it relates to a new MIPS
instruction, memory add:
madd rd, rs, rt
The instruction does the following:
1) Reads the value of memory at
the address stored in rs.
2) Adds the value in the register
specified by rt to the memory value
and stores the resulting value in rd.
Q. Write the Register Transfer
Language (RTL) corresponding to
madd rd, rs, rt

Single Cycle CPU Practice

Consider the single cycle datapath
as it relates to a new MIPS
instruction, memory add:
madd rd, rs, rt
The instruction does the following:
1) Reads the value of memory at
the address stored in rs.
2) Adds the value in the register
specified by rt to the memory value
and stores the resulting value in rd.

Q. Write the Register Transfer
Language (RTL) corresponding to
madd rd, rs, rt
R[rd] = Mem[R[rs]] + R[rt]; PC = PC + 4

Single Cycle CPU Practice

Consider the single cycle datapath
as it relates to a new MIPS
instruction, memory add:
madd rd, rs, rt
The instruction does the following:
1) Reads the value of memory at
the address stored in rs.
2) Adds the value in the register
specified by rt to the memory value
and stores the resulting value in rd.

Q. Change as little as possible in the datapath above (draw your changes right in the figure) to
enable madd. List all your changes below. Your modification may use muxes, wires, constants,
and new control signals, but nothing else. (You may not need all the provided boxes.)

Single Cycle CPU Practice

Consider the single cycle datapath
as it relates to a new MIPS
instruction, memory add:
madd rd, rs, rt
The instruction does the following:
1) Reads the value of memory at
the address stored in rs.
2) Adds the value in the register
specified by rt to the memory value
and stores the resulting value in rd.

Q. Change as little as possible in the datapath above (draw your changes right in the figure) to
enable madd. List all your changes below. Your modification may use muxes, wires, constants,
and new control signals, but nothing else. (You may not need all the provided boxes.)
1)
2)

Add a mux to select between busA and ALUOUT for Adr into Data Mem
Add a mux to select between busA and DataMemOut for top input into ALU

Single Cycle CPU Practice

Consider the single cycle datapath
as it relates to a new MIPS
instruction, memory add:
madd rd, rs, rt
The instruction does the following:
1) Reads the value of memory at
the address stored in rs.
2) Adds the value in the register
specified by rt to the memory value
and stores the resulting value in rd.

We now want to set all the control lines appropriately. List what each signal should be, either
by an intuitive name or {0, 1, “don’t care”}. Include any new control signals you added.
Q.

RegDst

RegWr

nPC_sel

Ext
Op

ALUSrc

ALUCtr

Mem
Wr

MemtoR
eg

Single Cycle CPU Practice

Consider the single cycle datapath
as it relates to a new MIPS
instruction, memory add:
madd rd, rs, rt
The instruction does the following:
1) Reads the value of memory at
the address stored in rs.
2) Adds the value in the register
specified by rt to the memory value
and stores the resulting value in rd.

We now want to set all the control lines appropriately. List what each signal should be, either
by an intuitive name or {0, 1, “don’t care”}. Include any new control signals you added.
Q.

RegDst

RegWr

nPC_sel

Ext
Op

ALUSrc

ALUCtr

Mem
Wr

MemtoR
eg

DataAddr

ALUSrc2

1

1

“+4”

x

0

“add”

0

0

“buA”

“Mem”

Single Cycle CPU Practice

Consider the single cycle datapath
as it relates to a new MIPS
instruction, memory add:
madd rd, rs, rt
The instruction does the following:
1) Reads the value of memory at
the address stored in rs.
2) Adds the value in the register
specified by rt to the memory value
and stores the resulting value in rd.

Q. Why can’t madd be run on the standard 5-stage MIPS pipeline (IF, D, EX, Mem, WB)

Single Cycle CPU Practice

Consider the single cycle datapath
as it relates to a new MIPS
instruction, memory add:
madd rd, rs, rt
The instruction does the following:
1) Reads the value of memory at
the address stored in rs.
2) Adds the value in the register
specified by rt to the memory value
and stores the resulting value in rd.

Q. Why can’t madd be run on the standard 5-stage MIPS pipeline (IF, D, EX, Mem, WB)
The EX stage requires a signal for DataMemOut from the Mem stage for the same instruction.

Pipelining

Pipeline registers to change
amount of time between state
elements ⇒ faster clock cycle

Pipelining Hazards
●
●
●

●

Structural Hazard - required physical resource is busy
○ resource needed by multiple stages (e.g. memory or Regfile)
Data Hazard - data dependency between instructions
○ wait for previous instructions to finish read/write
Control Hazard - flow of execution depends on previous instruction
○ branches
■ predictions (predict never taken?). If wrong, then flush
■ branch delay slot: regardless of branching, execute inst
immediately after the branch (used in MIPS)
Stalling instructions for a cycle ⇒ pipeline bubble

Pipelining Practice
Given a standard 5 stage pipelined processor with
○
no forwarding
○
stalls on ALL data and control hazards no out-of-order execution; non-delayed branches
○
branch comparison occurs during the second stage; instructions are not fetched until branch comparison is
done
○
memory CAN be read & written on the same clock cycle
○
the same register CAN be read and written on the same clock cycle
Fill in the corresponding pipeline stages (F, D, E, M, W) at the appropriate times in the table below, assuming the above
CPU properties. Do not fill in anything for instruction (7)

Instruction
1)add $s0 $s1 $t0

2)addi $t0 $t0 4

3)sw $s0 0($t1)

4)and $t1 $t1 $t2

5)lw $t2 4($t1)

6)bne $t2 $t1 -6 #goto 1

7)sub $s0 $s0 $t2

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Pipelining Practice
Given a standard 5 stage pipelined processor with
○
no forwarding
○
stalls on ALL data and control hazards no out-of-order execution; non-delayed branches
○
branch comparison occurs during the second stage; instructions are not fetched until branch comparison is
done
○
memory CAN be read & written on the same clock cycle
○
the same register CAN be read and written on the same clock cycle
Fill in the corresponding pipeline stages (F, D, E, M, W) at the appropriate times in the table below, assuming the above
CPU properties. Do not fill in anything for instruction (7)

Instruction

1

2

3

4

5

1)add $s0 $s1 $t0

F

D

E

M

W

2)addi $t0 $t0 4

3)sw $s0 0($t1)

4)and $t1 $t1 $t2

5)lw $t2 4($t1)

6)bne $t2 $t1 -6 #goto 1

7)sub $s0 $s0 $t2

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Pipelining Practice
Given a standard 5 stage pipelined processor with
○
no forwarding
○
stalls on ALL data and control hazards no out-of-order execution; non-delayed branches
○
branch comparison occurs during the second stage; instructions are not fetched until branch comparison is
done
○
memory CAN be read & written on the same clock cycle
○
the same register CAN be read and written on the same clock cycle
Fill in the corresponding pipeline stages (F, D, E, M, W) at the appropriate times in the table below, assuming the above
CPU properties. Do not fill in anything for instruction (7)

Instruction

1

2

3

4

5

1)add $s0 $s1 $t0

F

D

E

M

W

s1, t0

2)addi $t0 $t0 4

3)sw $s0 0($t1)

4)and $t1 $t1 $t2

5)lw $t2 4($t1)

6)bne $t2 $t1 -6 #goto 1

7)sub $s0 $s0 $t2

s0

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Pipelining Practice
Given a standard 5 stage pipelined processor with
○
no forwarding
○
stalls on ALL data and control hazards no out-of-order execution; non-delayed branches
○
branch comparison occurs during the second stage; instructions are not fetched until branch comparison is
done
○
memory CAN be read & written on the same clock cycle
○
the same register CAN be read and written on the same clock cycle
Fill in the corresponding pipeline stages (F, D, E, M, W) at the appropriate times in the table below, assuming the above
CPU properties. Do not fill in anything for instruction (7)

Instruction

1

2

3

4

5

1)add $s0 $s1 $t0

F

D

E

M

W

s1, t0

2)addi $t0 $t0 4

3)sw $s0 0($t1)

4)and $t1 $t1 $t2

5)lw $t2 4($t1)

6)bne $t2 $t1 -6 #goto 1

7)sub $s0 $s0 $t2

F

6

s0

Dt0

E

M

Wt0

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Pipelining Practice
Given a standard 5 stage pipelined processor with
○
no forwarding
○
stalls on ALL data and control hazards no out-of-order execution; non-delayed branches
○
branch comparison occurs during the second stage; instructions are not fetched until branch comparison is
done
○
memory CAN be read & written on the same clock cycle
○
the same register CAN be read and written on the same clock cycle
Fill in the corresponding pipeline stages (F, D, E, M, W) at the appropriate times in the table below, assuming the above
CPU properties. Do not fill in anything for instruction (7)

Instruction

1

2

3

4

5

1)add $s0 $s1 $t0

F

D

E

M

W

s1, t0

2)addi $t0 $t0 4

3)sw $s0 0($t1)

4)and $t1 $t1 $t2

5)lw $t2 4($t1)

6)bne $t2 $t1 -6 #goto 1

7)sub $s0 $s0 $t2

F

6

7

8

9

10

s0

Dt0

E

M

Wt0

F?

D?

E?

M?

W?

Hazard!
We don’t
have the
value of
$s0 yet

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Pipelining Practice
Given a standard 5 stage pipelined processor with
○
no forwarding
○
stalls on ALL data and control hazards no out-of-order execution; non-delayed branches
○
branch comparison occurs during the second stage; instructions are not fetched until branch comparison is
done
○
memory CAN be read & written on the same clock cycle
○
the same register CAN be read and written on the same clock cycle
Fill in the corresponding pipeline stages (F, D, E, M, W) at the appropriate times in the table below, assuming the above
CPU properties. Do not fill in anything for instruction (7)

Instruction

1

2

3

4

5

1)add $s0 $s1 $t0

F

D

E

M

W

s1, t0

2)addi $t0 $t0 4

3)sw $s0 0($t1)

F

5)lw $t2 4($t1)

6)bne $t2 $t1 -6 #goto 1

7)sub $s0 $s0 $t2

7

8

M

W

s0

Dt0

E

M

Wt0

F

F

D

E

s0, t1

4)and $t1 $t1 $t2

6

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Pipelining Practice
Given a standard 5 stage pipelined processor with
○
no forwarding
○
stalls on ALL data and control hazards no out-of-order execution; non-delayed branches
○
branch comparison occurs during the second stage; instructions are not fetched until branch comparison is
done
○
memory CAN be read & written on the same clock cycle
○
the same register CAN be read and written on the same clock cycle
Fill in the corresponding pipeline stages (F, D, E, M, W) at the appropriate times in the table below, assuming the above
CPU properties. Do not fill in anything for instruction (7)

Instruction

1

2

3

4

5

1)add $s0 $s1 $t0

F

D

E

M

W

s1, t0

2)addi $t0 $t0 4

3)sw $s0 0($t1)

F

6

7

8

9

s0

Dt0

E

M

Wt0

F

F

D

E

M

W

D

E

M

s0, t1

4)and $t1 $t1 $t2

F

t1, t2

5)lw $t2 4($t1)

6)bne $t2 $t1 -6 #goto 1

7)sub $s0 $s0 $t2

W
t1

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

Pipelining Practice
Given a standard 5 stage pipelined processor with
○
no forwarding
○
stalls on ALL data and control hazards no out-of-order execution; non-delayed branches
○
branch comparison occurs during the second stage; instructions are not fetched until branch comparison is
done
○
memory CAN be read & written on the same clock cycle
○
the same register CAN be read and written on the same clock cycle
Fill in the corresponding pipeline stages (F, D, E, M, W) at the appropriate times in the table below, assuming the above
CPU properties. Do not fill in anything for instruction (7)

Instruction

1

2

3

4

5

1)add $s0 $s1 $t0

F

D

E

M

W

s1, t0

2)addi $t0 $t0 4

3)sw $s0 0($t1)

F

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

E

M

Wt2

s0

Dt0

E

M

Wt0

F

F

D

E

M

W

D

E

M

s0, t1

4)and $t1 $t1 $t2

F

t1, t2

5)lw $t2 4($t1)

6)bne $t2 $t1 -6 #goto 1

7)sub $s0 $s0 $t2

F

W
t1

F

F

Dt1

13

14

15

16

17

18

Pipelining Practice
Given a standard 5 stage pipelined processor with
○
no forwarding
○
stalls on ALL data and control hazards no out-of-order execution; non-delayed branches
○
branch comparison occurs during the second stage; instructions are not fetched until branch comparison is
done
○
memory CAN be read & written on the same clock cycle
○
the same register CAN be read and written on the same clock cycle
Fill in the corresponding pipeline stages (F, D, E, M, W) at the appropriate times in the table below, assuming the above
CPU properties. Do not fill in anything for instruction (7)

Instruction

1

2

3

4

5

1)add $s0 $s1 $t0

F

D

E

M

W

s1, t0

2)addi $t0 $t0 4

3)sw $s0 0($t1)

F

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

Dt1

E

M

Wt2

F

F

F

D

13

14

15

E

M

W

s0

Dt0

E

M

Wt0

F

F

D

E

M

W

D

E

M

s0, t1

4)and $t1 $t1 $t2

F

t1, t2

5)lw $t2 4($t1)

6)bne $t2 $t1 -6 #goto 1

F

W
t1

F

F

t1, t2

16

17

18

~Floating Point~

Binary Point => Dec Pt
10.01two = 1*21 + 0*20 + 0*2-1 + 1*2-2 = 2.25ten
OR
10.01two = (1001two)*2-2 = (9ten)*2-2 = 9/4

Dec Pt => Normalized Binary Pt
2.625ten
Method #1
= 2ten + 0.625ten
= 2ten + 0.5ten+ 0.125ten
= 10two + 0.101two
= 10.101two
= 1.0101two * 21

Method #2
= 2ten + 0.625ten
= 2ten + (1.25ten)*2-1
= 2ten + (2.5ten)*2-2
= 2ten + (5ten)*2-3
= 10two+ (101two)*2-3
= 10two+ (0.101two)
= 10.101two
= 1.0101two * 21

Repeated mult by 2 trick
Method #3: 2.625ten
step 1)
2ten = 102
step 2) until 0: multiply decimal by 2 & “harvest 1s place”
0.625 x 2 = 1.25ten
0.25tenx 2 = 0.5ten
0.5ten x 2
= 1.0ten
10._1_ _0_ _1_ 2 => 1.0101 x 21

IEEE Floating Point
31 30

S

23 22

Exponent

0

Mantissa

Normalized: (-1)S x 2Exponent - bias x 1.Mantissa
Denorm: (-1)S x 2-bias + 1 x 0.Mantissa
bias = 2#Exp bits - 1-1 (for above: 28-1-1 = 127)

Dec -> 32 bit IEEE Float
Convert 16.75 to float representation?

Dec -> 32 bit IEEE Float
Convert 16.75 to float representation?
Step 1) Convert to normalized binary point
10000.11two = 1.000011 x 24
Step 2) Determine exponent bits
exp rep = 4 + bias = 4 + 127 = 131 =
= 100000112
Step 3) Determine mantissa bits
1.00001100000000000000000
Step 4) Sign bit
Put it together: 0 10000011 00001100000000000000000

32 bit IEEE Float -> Dec
Convert 01000001100001100000000000000000
to decimal ?

32 bit IEEE Float -> Dec
Convert 01000001100001100000000000000000
to decimal ?
0 | 10000011 | 00001100000000000000000
Step 1) Convert exponent to decimal from biased notation:
10000011two -127 = 131 - 127 = 4
Step 2) Write in normalized binary point
1.000011two x 24
Step 3) Convert binary pt to decimal
1.000011two x 24 = 10000.11 = 16 + .5 + .25 = 16.75

What’s your float count?
● How many numerical floating point numbers
can be represented in a 32 bit IEEE Float?

Count Solution
We reserve 1 exponent in our float representation
for NaNs and +- inf.
So we have
232 - 232 - # exp_bits =
=> 232 - 232-8 = 232 - 224
Note: 232 - # exp_bits = # of special numbers (fix exp
bits to all 1s, with the remaining n bits we can
represent 2n things)

Getting harder
● What’s the first integer you cannot represent
for the given representation?
● 8
S

7

4 3
Exponent

0
Mantissa

Assume this behaves similarly to IEEE standards.

●

8 7
S

3 2
Exponent

0
Mantissa

To represent an integer we need to be able to have the bits to
represent it and you’ll need to have the exponent bits to shift the
decimal point over.
bias = 25-1-1 = 15
Our normalized exponent can range between [-14,15]
We only have 3 mantissa bits so our rep looks like 1.xxx * 2expbias

1.111 x 23 = 1111, so we can represent this
1111 + 1 = 10000 which we can represent 1.000*24
10000 + 1 = 1.0001 x 23 so we would need 4 mantissa bits
which we don’t have, so can’t represent 10001 = 17

~Caches~

Caches
interface
in:
- address
- write data
out:
- data

Motivation for Caches
● Spacial locality
○ “Memory accesses over time tend to be near each
other”
○ => Memory access loads entire block it’s contained
within into cache (how do you know the block?)

● Temporal locality
○ “Tend to access a few group of addresses
frequently for a given workload”
○ => Data once accessed stays in cache until

Important specs
● Cache size => amount of memory data that
the cache can hold (doesn’t include tag bits,
valid etc.)
● Blocksize => size of a cache block (unit of
transfer from cache and memory)
● N way => associativity (how many data
blocks can be in the cache for the same
set/index # => how many data blocks need to
be checked for a cache access)

Important specs
● Cache write hit policy:
○ Write-back (requires dirty bit):
■ Write to cache
○ Write-through
■ Write to cache and data memory

● Cache write miss policy:
○ Write allocate:
■ Write in memory and put in cache
○ No write allocate
■ Write in memory don’t put in cache

Address -> Cache location
● Address -> (a mapping) to where our data
could be in the cache
● Assumption here: working with byte addrs
● Break it into 3 parts
○ Index - which blocks in cache do we need to check
for our data (which set)
○ Offset - which specific byte we are referring to in a
block
○ Tag - use to check if data in a block in the matching

T:I:O

(watch units!)

● OFFSET bits
○ = log2(blocksize)

● INDEX bits

○ = log2(# sets)
■ #sets = #blocks/N
■ #blocks = cachesize / blocksize
■ #sets = cachesize / (blocksize * N)
○ = log2(cachesize) - log2(N) - #OFFSET bits

● TAG

○ >= log2((memory size/cachesize)*N)
○ = ADDRESS_LENGTH - #OFFSET_bits - #INDEX_bits

T:I:O - Useful implications
- cache size = 2#offsetbits + #indexbits + N
- If two addresses differ by a multiple of
2#offsetbits + #indexbits, they map to the same set in
the cache (same index & offset, different tag)

Practice comparing TIO
● If you increase associativity?
○ Tag bits increase, Index bits decrease

● Increase cache size (or number of blocks in
cache)?
○ Index bits increase & tag bits decrease (unless fully
associative)

● Increase block-size?
○ Offset bits increase, index bits decrease

Code analysis tips
Potentially useful things to consider:
- # of data items / block (i.e. ints per block)
- How many items you access within a block? When
are they still in the cache?
- Size of cache relative to array (4x smaller etc)
- How many repeat accesses (to a block)?
- When will things map to the same indexes?
- Find hit rate via simplifying problem (can help you
gain intuition)
- Does the associativity affect anything?

$ Practice 2
● Cache size = 256B; Direct mapped;
blocksize = 4B; write allocate, write back
char A[512];
for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 1){A[i] = 1;}

// part 1

for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 2){A[i] = 1;}

// part 2

for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 32){A[i] = 1;}

// part 3

for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 32){A[i] = 1;}

// part 4

Hit rate after each loop, identify miss types?

$ ==> soln2

Cache size = 256B; Direct mapped; blocksize = 4B
char A[512];
for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 1){A[i] = 1;}

// part 1

● chars per block = 4
● Part 1
○ first loop accesses 4 chars sequentially per block
○ hit rate => 75%
○ Compulsory misses

$ Practice 2
● Cache size = 256B; Direct mapped;
blocksize = 4B; write allocate, write back
char A[512];
for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 1){A[i] = 1;}

// part 1

for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 2){A[i] = 1;}

// part 2

for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 32){A[i] = 1;}

// part 3

for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 32){A[i] = 1;}

// part 4

Hit rate after each loop, identify miss types?

$ ==> soln2

Cache size = 256B; Direct mapped; blocksize = 4B
char A[512];
for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 1){A[i] = 1;}

// part 1

for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 2){A[i] = 1;}

// part 2

● chars per block = 4
● Part 2
○ second loop accesses 2 chars sequentially per block
○ hit rate => 50%
○ Capacity misses
■ Making it fully associative the data from first loop
still wouldn’t be in the cache (total array blocks
accessed is twice size of cache)

$ Practice 2
● Cache size = 256B; Direct mapped;
blocksize = 4B; write-allocate, write back
char A[512];
for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 1){A[i] = 1;}

// part 1

for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 2){A[i] = 1;}

// part 2

for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 32){A[i] = 1;}

// part 3

for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 32){A[i] = 1;}

// part 4

Hit rate after each loop, identify miss types?

$ ==> soln2
● Part 3

Cache size = 256B; Direct mapped; blocksize = 4B
char A[512];
for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 1){A[i] = 1;}

// part 1

for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 2){A[i] = 1;}

// part 2

for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 32){A[i] = 1;}

// part 3

○ third loop accesses 1 char per every 8th block
○ hit rate => 0%
○ Conflict and capacity misses
■ Our initial misses are due to the fact that the
cache is too small (making it fully associative
wouldn’t have resulted in A[0] being a hit)
■ The later accesses (since we only access 512/32 =
16 blocks), if we had used LRU fully associative

$ Practice 2
● Cache size = 256B; Direct mapped;
blocksize = 4B; write-allocate, write back
char A[512];
for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 1){A[i] = 1;}

// part 1

for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 2){A[i] = 1;}

// part 2

for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 32){A[i] = 1;}

// part 3

for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 32){A[i] = 1;}

// part 4

Hit rate after each loop, identify miss types?

Cache size = 256B; Direct mapped; blocksize = 4B

$ ==> soln2
● Part 4

char A[512];
for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 1){A[i] = 1;}

// part 1

for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 2){A[i] = 1;}

// part 2

for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 32){A[i] = 1;}

// part 3

for (i = 0; i < 512; i += 32){A[i] = 1;}

// part 4

○ 4th loop accesses 1 char per every 8th block
○ hit rate => 0%
○ Conflict misses
■ All accesses are conflict misses because
everything we need was sequentially accessed in
the previous loop (16 blocks, 25% of cache size),
however they all mapped to the same spot in
cache => if it had been fully associative this loop

$ Practice 1
● Cache size = 256KiB; 4 way set assoc LRU;
blocksize = 16B; write-allocate, write-back
int A[512*1024];
for (i = 0; i < 512*1024; i += 32*1024){
A[i] = 1;}

// part 1

for (i = 0; i < 512*1024; i += 32*1024){
A[i] += 1; }

// part 2

for (i = 0; i < 512*1024; i += 32*1024){
A[512*1024 - i -1] += 1; }

// part 3

Hit rate after each loop, identify miss types?

$ ==> soln1

●

Cache size = 256KiB; 4 way set assoc LRU; blocksize = 16B

int A[512*1024];
for (i = 0; i < 512*1024; i += 32*1024){ A[i] = 1;}

● ints per block = 4
● Part 1
○ first loop accesses 1 int per block
○ hit rate => 0%
○ Compulsory misses

// part 1

$ Practice 1
● Cache size = 256KiB; 4 way set assoc LRU;
blocksize = 16B; write allocate, write back
int A[512*1024];
for (i = 0; i < 512*1024; i += 32*1024){
A[i] = 1;}

// part 1

for (i = 0; i < 512*1024; i += 32*1024){
A[i] += 1; }

// part 2

for (i = 0; i < 512*1024; i += 32*1024){
A[512*1024 - i -1] += 1; }

// part 3

Hit rate after each loop, identify miss types?

●

$ ==> soln1
●

Cache size = 256KiB; 4 way set assoc LRU; blocksize = 16B

int A[512*1024];
for (i = 0; i < 512*1024; i += 32*1024){ A[i] = 1;}

// part 1

for (i = 0; i < 512*1024; i += 32*1024){ A[i] += 1; }

// part 2

Part 2
○ since we do a consecutive read/write we know the write will always hit > hit rate >= 50%
○ What % of time is the read a hit?
■ We do the loop body 16 times (512*1024 / (32*1024)
■ We increment each address by 4*32*1024, which is half the size of
the cache. Since our cache is 4 way set associative we have 4
times less index #’s, thus incrementing an address by 32*1024
would make it map to the same set in the cache as the original
access.
■ Thus all accesses map to 1 set #, each set can hold 4 data blocks
of 16B. After part 1 loop, cache holds last 4 blocks in this set. They
will get kicked out before we get to those accesses, so hit rate =
50% (read will always miss)
■ Conflict misses (we aren’t taking advantage of cache space)

$ Practice 1
● Cache size = 256KiB; 4 way set assoc LRU;
blocksize = 16B; write allocate, write back
int A[512*1024];
for (i = 0; i < 512*1024; i += 32*1024){
A[i] = 1;}

// part 1

for (i = 0; i < 512*1024; i += 32*1024){
A[i] += 1; }

// part 2

for (i = 0; i < 512*1024; i += 32*1024){
A[512*1024 - i -1] += 1; }

// part 3

Hit rate after each loop, identify miss types?

$ ==> soln1
● Part 3

●

Cache size = 256KiB; 4 way set assoc LRU; blocksize = 16B

int A[512*1024];
for (i = 0; i < 512*1024; i += 32*1024){ A[i] = 1;}

// part 1

for (i = 0; i < 512*1024; i += 32*1024){ A[i] += 1; }

// part 2

for (i = 0; i < 512*1024; i += 32*1024){ A[512*1024 - i -1] += 1; }

// part 3

○ Similar to part 2 except we initially get 4 hits from our
cache for the read since we are going backwards
○ Since loop has 16 iterations with 2 accesses per
iteration, 16 accesses are hits from the write and 4
are hits from the reads. Hit rate = 20/32
○ Note this rate would decrease as array size increases
○ Conflict misses

